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A Lullaby for Strahd 
Rictavio / Rudolph Van Richten sends the party to sneak into the burgomaster's mansion in 

Vallaki to test their strengths. He asks them to find the lullaby that Strahd's mother had been 

singing to Strahd. 

Strahd had given the lullaby to one of the burgomaster's to make copies of it and share it to 

every house of Barovia but then he got transformed into the vampire we all know and the 

Burgomaster thought it wise to hide it and destroy all the copies he had made instead of 

sharing it. The lullaby is hidden in the attic and the Baron and his family have no clue of its 

existence. The lullaby was written by Baba lysaga when she was still a maid and gave it to 

Strahd's mother but Strahd doesn't know this. 

 

When someone reads the lullaby in Strahd's presence, then Strahd must make a DC20 

wisdom saving throw or be thrown into a trance for 1d4 turns due to the memories of his 

mother singing to him as a child rushing in to his mind. 

 If the one singing the lullaby is a female or a bard, then Strahd rolls with disadvantage.  

Strahd can make the save every turn after the first until he succeeds or until the duration is 

over and gains immunity to the lullaby for 1d10+3 years.  
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Hush now my little one, don't weep 

The dawn is almost here 

Close your eyes, little one, and sleep 

We're safe here there's nothing to fear 

 

'Cause when the sun has hidden it scorching rays 

And the moon is riding high 

We'll once again travel in our hidden ways 

Sleep now, the time is nigh 

 

Sleep now my precious, and dream 

Of the forest, the lake and the moon 

Dream of wonders, of places unseen 

And we'll go there hunting soon. 

 

They'll try to destroy us and harm us with lies 

But we're safe here like bees in their hive 

When you see the dread and the fear in their eyes, 

Remember we're the ones - 

 

Truly alive 
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Did you enjoy this DM’s Guild product? Even if you didn’t, please share your opinion by leaving a rating 

and review on its product page. Positive ratings help people find material they might like, while critiques 

and constructive suggestions will be integrated into future updates of this product 
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